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Abstract— This paper deals with space born component 

subjected to shock. Design of space born components is 

critical as they undergone from harsh launch environment to 

hostile space environment throughout their lifetime. Task 

was performed to understand the behavior of cantilever 

beam with respect to changes in its geometric parameters. 

Design of cantilever is performed under Absolute Method 

and SRS Method in CREO 2.0 parametric. Material taken 

for cantilever beam is AL 6061-T6. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

“Shocks” are transient dynamic loads with very high 

frequencies, very high amplitudes and occurring for a very 

short period of time. 

 
Fig. 1 Typical acceleration time histories resulting from 

shock [2] 

A. Shock Types 

There are following types of shock generally recognized,  

1) Half-sine shock: This is a simple shock for which the 

acceleration-time curve has the form of a half-period 

(part positive or negative) of a sinusoid.  

2) Saw-tooth shock: This is a simple shock for which the 

acceleration-time curve has a shape of a triangle, where 

acceleration instantaneously/linearly increases to a 

maximum and then decrease to zero. 

3) Square shock: This is a simple shock for which the 

acceleration-time curve increases instantaneously up to 

a given value, remains constant throughout the signal 

and decreases instantaneously to zero. 

4) Trapezoidal shock: This is a simple shock for which the 

acceleration-time curves grows linearly up to a given 

value remains constant for a certain time after which it 

decreases linearly to zero. 

5) Pyro-shock: The aerospace industry uses many 

pyrotechnic devices, such as explosive bolts, 

pyrotechnic shut-off valves, cutting cords etc. During 

their functioning, these devices generate mechanical 

shocks which are characterized by very strong levels of 

acceleration at very high frequencies. 

B. Sources of Mechanical Shocks 

The environment in space is quite hostile. There are extreme 

pressure and temperature differences and not to mention the 

excessive radiation, outside the protective barriers of earth‟s 

atmosphere and magnetic field To reach this hostile 

environment, a payload needs to be strapped on top of a 

launch vehicle which is itself generates an unfriendly 

environment on its way to orbit. 

The payloads normally exposed to vibration loads 

due to transportation, rocket motor ignition overpressure, 

maneuver loads, flight operations, on-board equipment 

operations, lift of events, engine/motors generated acoustic 

load/trust transient, solid motor oscillations, wind and 

turbulence, etc. 

For every pyrotechnic device fired, a shock 

propagate through the launch vehicle into spacecraft and 

exposes its equipment to a near-field, mid-field, or far-field 

environment depending on the source in question and the 

location of the satellite. The high frequency content is 

quickly attenuated due to dissipation and diffraction effects 

while the low frequency content can propagate throughout 

the launcher in to payloads. The most severe launcher 

induced shocks for rockets are the fairing jettisoning and 

separation of the vehicle equipment bay constrained in the 

upper stage. Another shock typically is among the most 

severe in a mission is the separation of the 

satellite/spacecraft from the launch vehicle. 

C. Pyroshock 

It is resistance offered by the structure under the explosive 

event such as separation of two multi stage propeller engine. 

Results in the Manner of high frequency and high magnitude 

stress. 

1) Far-field phenomena due to Pyroshock 

Far-field shocks occur at a relatively greater distance from 

the shock source where significant energy has transferred 

into a lower frequency structural response. They contain 

lower frequencies (not exceeding 10 KHz), lower 

acceleration „energy‟ levels of about one fifth of near-field 

shock (about 100 g) and a bit longer duration which is 

typically less than 20 milliseconds. Most of the energy in a 

far-field shock is concentrated at one or fewer of the 

dominant structure modes. 

 
Fig. 2: A typical shock response spectrums and acceleration 

time-history for a far field pyroshock. [4] 
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A typical far-field pulse time history and its 

equivalent SRS can be seen in (Fig 2) as can be seen in the 

figure; the transient acceleration time-history has a short 

period of increasing amplitude and before it starts decaying 

again. This is due to the interaction of the reflected stress 

wave as they return from a different location in the structure. 

A typical far-field SRS have an increasing acceleration 

levels up to the most dominant structure mode before it 

starts slightly decreasing again. The point at which it 

reaches the peak is called the knee frequency and is usually 

between 1000 and 5000 Hz as can be seen in (Fig 2) Shocks 

can also be classified as a mid-field shock filling the gap 

between near- and far-field. They are dominated by a 

mixture of structural response and direct wave propagation 

from the shock source and normally have similar amplitudes 

to far-field shocks, similar frequencies as a near field shock 

and normally occurring at a distance between dozen to 

several dozen of centimeters from the source depending on 

the shock source. 

The shock response spectrum is calculated from the 

acceleration time history using a 5 percent damping ratio. 

The straight lines indicate tolerance bands (typically ±6 dB 

as shown) which might be applied for qualification test 

specification. 

2) Pyroshock Test 

Pyroshock tests are highly variable, and the engineer must 

specify how much variability from test to test shall be 

accepted; in some cases, a tighter, ±3 dB tolerance may be 

required. Additionally, the specification should require that 

the peak acceleration (or velocity) value and pulse durations 

are in agreement with the intended values for the specified 

input pulse. Similar approaches are used for other 

techniques for quantifying pyroshock. 

In some cases, two or more pyroshock events, such 

as stage separation and an explosive actuator, may be 

combined into a single test specification. If the events are 

significantly different, the resulting test specification may be 

difficult or impossible to meet. A better practice is to make 

separate test specifications for each pyroshock event and to 

combine the specifications only in the case where a 

realizable test results. 

3) Measurements and specification of Pyroshock 

Pyroshock are the main and the most severe type of shock 

loading present in space structures. A typical Pyroshock 

pulse has the shape of high amplitude, exponentially 

decaying multi-frequency sinusoid in a somehow symmetric 

manner around the zero axis, which is normally dampen out 

through the structure in less than 20 milliseconds as can be 

seen on the left in (Fig 3). 

 
Fig. 3: Typical time history of spacecraft pyrotechnic shock 

and its SRS. [4] 

Due to the very short duration of shocks, they are 

normally measured as acceleration-time history, which will 

be referred to hereafter as time history and as can be seen on 

the left in (Fig 3). Shock measurement in the form of a time-

history is not useful directly for engineering purposes as it 

lacks information about the frequency contents of the shock, 

the maximum response of the structure where the shock is 

applied and cannot be used for comparing similar shock 

pulses easily. Therefore the reduction to a different form is 

then necessary. The Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) is 

found to be a useful tool for shock representation and 

comparison. 

4) Pyroshock Test Specimens 

An acceleration or velocity time-history is not adequate for 

specifying a pyroshock test. The time-history data must be 

analyzed using one of the techniques discussed above to 

quantify the pyroshock for a test specification. Ideally, the 

time-history data that are used to develop the qualification 

test specification should be measured during a full-scale 

system test in which the actual pyrotechnic device or 

devices were initiated. The full-scale test should be 

accomplished with hardware that is structurally similar to 

the real hardware if the real hardware is not available. A 

control point measurement is specified close to each 

component or subassembly of interest, preferably at the 

attachment point to measure the input pyroshock. Since full-

scale testing is expensive, data from a similar application 

may be used to develop component or subassembly 

qualification test specifications. This practice may result in 

over-tested or over-designed components or subassemblies 

if a large margin is added to the test specification to account 

for the uncertainty in the data. If this practice is used, the 

test specification should be revised when better system data 

become available. 

Once the time-history data have been acquired, the 

data should be scrutinized to ensure their quality. The data 

should be free of zero-shifts and offsets. Acceleration and 

velocity time-histories should be integrated and the results 

examined. The time- history data should be low-pass filtered 

at a designated cutoff frequency; a cutoff frequency of 20 

kHz is typical. The data must then be analyzed using the 

same technique as was used for analysis of the time-history 

data from which the test specification was derived. Test 

margin and tolerance bands are applied to the data analysis. 

For instance, if the shock response spectrum is being used, a 

straight-line approximation of the shock response spectrum 

is used as the baseline for the test specification process. A 

margin of +3 dB is typically added to the baseline shock 

response spectrum, and a customary ±6-dB tolerance is used 

with the baseline shock response spectrum. A typical test 

specification may allow the shock response spectrum from 

the actual test to fall outside the tolerance band at a specified 

number of frequency points.  

Pyroshock tests are highly variable, and the 

engineer must specify how much variability from test to test 

will be accepted; in some cases, a tighter, ±3dB tolerance 

may be required. Additionally, the specification should 

require that the peak acceleration (or velocity) value and 

pulse durations are in agreement with the intended values 

for the specified input pulse. Similar approaches are used for 

other techniques for quantifying pyroshock. 
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In some cases, two or more pyroshock events, such 

as stage separation and an explosive actuator, may be 

combined into a single test specification. If the events are 

significantly different, the resulting test specification may be 

difficult or impossible to meet. A better practice is to make 

separate test specifications for each pyroshock event and to 

combine the specifications only in the case where a 

realizable test results. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The detailed literature review has been presented below. 

Alexander (2009) - This paper provides a basic 

overview of the shock response spectrum (SRS). The SRS 

commonly used to characterize the frequency content of an 

acceleration time history record. 

Fuente et al (2009) demonstrated an efficient and 

exact solution for Random Vibration analysis for linear 

structure using MSC Nastran. This method is directly 

applicable on results of linear system theory and allows 

computation of RMS values of any number of structure 

output: displacements, stresses, element forces, acceleration 

etc. 

Zhang (2004) updated and validated FE model to 

predict the Shock Response and their corresponding SRS 

and Comparative investigation of SRS between the FEA and 

the Test of real world structure.  

Sierakowski (1997) A description of dynamic test 

methods developed for obtaining high strain rate data on the 

mechanical response of metals and composites has been 

discussed. The physical significance of events as related to 

the rate behaviour of metals in term of Stress vs. strain rate 

graph mentioned.  

Dr. M. M. Moharir (1986)- This paper discusses 

the potential use of MSC Nastran application on „Shock 

Wave Propagation‟ by using simple cantilever beam modal  

and successfully simulated using modal and direct transient 

algorithm with base excitation. 

Ruotolo et al (2003) - In this paper they studied 

applicability of spectral element matrix for thin and thick 

core laminated composite beam based on first order shear 

deformation theory. It also explained a predicate predicts 

accurately natural frequencies of beams with different 

boundary conditions, as well as Eigen frequencies of beams 

on multiple spans. 

Gunwoo Noh et al (2013) - In this paper they 

studied applicability of an implicit time integration scheme 

in the wave propagation problem for linear and nonlinear 

structural dynamics. 

Mathieu Sutra et al (2005) successfully simulated 

pyro-shocks using FEM (MSC Dytran LS-DYNA)   with 

impact testing devices. 

Jagadish Babu Gupta et al (2012) - It is a literature 

survey paper. Theory of Smallwood algorithm and Kelly-

Richman algorithm has been given for the generation of the 

shock response spectrum. MATLAB code programming 

used for this algorithm to converting Acceleration v/s time 

load into Acceleration vs. frequency load (SRS).    

Patel et al (2011) demonstrated the theoretical of 

shock response and stresses induced in the critical 

subsystems using Explicit Finite Element code and Shock 

wave propagation theory. It also explained different 

parameters needed in calculation of shock wave 

propagation.  

Irvine (2009) theoretically explained the Shock 

Response Spectrum and its application.  

Benedetti et al (2007) successfully simulated 

shocks using FEM using a simple pulse equivalent to a 

certain qualification shock response spectrum also explained 

damping factor for SRS analysis. 

Irvine (2000) explained the band filter method for 

calculating power spectrum density (PSD), g
2
/Hz. MSC 

Nastran can use this method for PSD calculation. 

Carr (1999) - This paper first discusses of dynamic 

analysis of the single mass system and then extends to the 

modal analysis methods for multi- mass system. 

Above literature, survey confirms possibility of 

Pyroshock effects using Finite Element Methods and 

increase the confidence of its simulation prediction as will 

be explained in more details in the following chapters.  

A. Understanding Dynamic Analysis using Cantilever 

Beam 

Cantilever beam being a simple problem for which close 

form solution are available was used to learn and understand 

various simulation techniques in both Creo 2.0 Parametric. 

On this simple model different type of analyses were 

performed and results were compared with analytical 

solutions to gain confidence. Result of Creo shown in (Fig 

3). 

With this understanding it was decided to design a 

cantilever beam with base stress higher than its yield 

strength under the given shock load (300g srs).  

B. ABS Method (Absolute Value Option) 

This method assumes the worst case scenario in which all of 

the modal peak values for every point on the structure are 

assumed to occur at the same time and in the same phase. 

Clearly, in the case of a sudden impact, this is not very 

probable because only a few cycles of each mode will occur. 

However, in the case of a long term vibration, such as an 

earthquake when the peaks occur many times and the phase 

differences are arbitrary, this method is acceptable. 

A second way of viewing the problem is to assume 

that the modal magnitudes and phases will combine in a 

probabilistic fashion. If the input loads are behaving 

randomly, the probable (RMS) peak values are, 

 
Where the average peak modal magnitude is  

 
1) SRSS Method 

The SRSS (square root of the sum-squared) method here 

used for dynamic analysis under the 300g SRS loading. 

Note that the results in each direction are summed in vector 

fashion for each mode first, followed by SRSS calculation 

for all modes at each selected output quantity . It is 

assumed that the modal responses are uncorrelated and the 

peak value for each mode will occur at a different time. 

These results are optimistic and represent a lower bound on 

the dynamic peak values. 
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The SRSS method may underestimate the actual 

peaks since the result is actually a probable peak value for 

the period of time used in the spectrum analysis. The 

method is normally augmented with a safety factor of 1.5 to 

2.0 on the critical outputs. 

For this purpose the various geometric parameters 

were changed and results were compared as given in table 1 

below. 

 
Table 1: Influences of geometric parameter to design 

cantilever beam 

Simple cantilever beam configuration is considered 

with a magnitude of point load of 10KN at the free end. 

For cantilever beam Frequency (Hz) is given by an equation 

 
Stiffness (N/mm) is given by an equation 

 
Deflection (mm) can be computed using, 

 
Frequency (Hz) is given by an equation 

 
Most sensitive parameter is notch thickness.  

 
Fig. 3: Designed Cantilever beam 

III. CONCLUSION 

Above literature, survey confirms possibility of dynamic 

load simulation using Linear Implicit Finite Element 

Methods and increase the confidence of its simulation 

prediction. Shock and Pyroshock detail overview used for 

the future design of space component and its practical 

validation. 

From cantilever beam experiment say that as 

thickness is increased more changes can occur in cubic term 

so it is a most sensitive parameter in design. If relatively 

width and length get change it will not give more effect to 

structural changes. Notch portion is a destructive kind of 

design to know exact maximum stress and can measure 

related after testing. This way practical validation and 

theoretical results can be compile. 
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